
The 1970’s progressed with many changes for
Valley and rapid growth through its telephony
division. 1971 was a particularly interesting
year: This was the year that telephone solutions
were introduced to the company when the
Carterphone decision opened a very tightly
controlled telecommunications industry and
allowed for Valley Cinema to begin selling
telephone systems and solutions, putting Valley
in direct competition with giant Ma-Bell. 

The 1980's ushered in the growth of an audio
visual division.  During this time Valley added
schools, small to medium businesses, and large
corporations as key clients. Through the 1990's
Valley leveraged a strong position in telephony
to grow a classroom technology sector. The
company formed strategic partnerships to
deliver and enrich the classroom experience for
students bringing a higher degree of technology
to classrooms throughout New England.

Valley Communications Systems, Inc. (Valley) formerly
Valley Cinema, is delighted to announce that on August 15,
2020 it celebrated its 75th anniversary. Founded by Rita and
Ed Tremble on victory over Japan day, or "VJ day", Valley
Cinema began with humble roots. Rita was a young
entrepreneur and Ed was a union projectionist and ice
delivery man. Together through hard work, passion, and
entrepreneurial vision they were able to take and grow the
company from a small camera shop into a security systems,
telephony, and audio visual design and integration company.

Through the 1950's, security systems were introduced at Valley which helped to cement a strong
company foundation for the next 65 years. This allowed Valley to gain valuable customer
relationships while building its market presence ultimately leading to customer growth within the
burgeoning technology sector.

In 1994 Valley Cinema officially changed its name to
Valley Communications Systems, Inc. Through the
early 2000's and into 2020 Valley has continued to
grow, learn, and change.  It has evolved into a
partnership-driven company providing technology
stewardship to clients who are industry leaders in
their own right. It has made a strong effort to adapt
with the marketplace and provide a holistic long-term
customer-centric approach to systems integration.

VALLEY IS 75 YEARS YOUNG!

Valley extends a sincere thank you to our
customers, employees, manufacturer partners,
and distribution partners for the past 75 years
of growth and success.  We look forward to a

new era of growth and development alongside
our partners over the next 75 years.

Valley has always been at the forefront of change and
adaptation. Valley's first step in growth was from a local
store to a regional business, expanding to cover all of New
England.  This came in 1949 with the addition of
engineered audio solutions. Since, Valley has expanded its
business portfolio today to government agencies,
municipalities, universities and corporate clients nationwide.
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